
Undercover Policing Inquiry

Response to Rule 9 Request

FIRST WITNESS STATEMENT OF

CHRISTABEL GURNEY

Date signed: 2.3.21

1. Statement

2. I, Christabel Gurney, was an activist in the Anti-Apartheid Movement ('RAM') from

1969 until 1994. I was a member of the AAM Executive Committee and the editor

of the RAM's monthly newspaper Anti-Apartheid News from 1970 to 1980. I am

currently the secretary of the AAM Archives Committee and a member of the

Advisory Council of ACTSA (Action for Southern Africa). In 2014 I received an

OBE "for political service, particularly to human rights" as a result of my work with

the AAM.

3. I am providing this witness statement in response to the Rule 9 request from the

Inquiry dated 4.2.21 sent to me by the Undercover Policing Inquiry. I have been

asked 18 mainly focused, closed questions by the Inquiry based on the material

provided to me. I seek to answer these below.

4. This statement describes, so far as I am able to, my interaction, as a campaigner

and activist, with the following undercover police officers (UC0s). It principally
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covers the periods and events identified by the Inquiry from the documents

provided to me by the Inquiry:

a. Mike Ferguson (HN135)

b. Jill Mosdell (HN346)

c. 'Stewart Goodman' / 'Stuart Goodman'(HN339)

d. 'Douglas Edwards (HN326)

e. 'Michael Scott' (HN 298).

Personal details

5. My name is Christabel Barbara Gurney and my date of birth is 24.8.43.

6. I have never used an alias in relation to my political activity. I am asked my racial

origin (I am white) and my gender (I am female).

7. I am currently the Secretary of the AAM Archives Committee. When the ARM

dissolved itself in 1995, it set up this committee with the remit of ensuring the

cataloguing and conservation of its archives. The archive is now held at the

Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. A selection of documents is accessible

online on the AAM archival website www.aamarchives.org.

8. I am the author of several books and articles on the ARM published in academic

journalsl.

Books.

First, Ruth; Steele, Jonathan; Gurney, Christabel (1972). The South African connection: Western investment in

Apartheid. London: Maurice Temple Smith.

Gurney, Christabel (2008). 'In the Heart of the Beast: The British Anti-Apartheid Movement, 1959-94', Chapter

4 in The Road to Democracy in South Africa, Vol. 3, International Solidarity. Pretoria: SADET.

Articles.

Gurney, Christabel (June 1999). 'When the Boycott Began to Bite'. History Today. 49(6): 32-34.

Gurney, Christabel (March 2000). 'A Great Cause: The Origins of the Anti-Apartheid Movement, June 1959—

March 1960'. Journal of Southern African Studies. 26 (1)

Gurney, Christabel (June 2009). 'The 1970s: The Anti-Apartheid Movement's Difficult Decade'. Journal of

Southern African Studies. 35 (2): 471-487.
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Introduction — the context

9. The ARM was set up in 1959 as the Boycott Movement. In the following year it

changed its name to the Anti-Apartheid Movement. It campaigned against the

white minority regimes in Southern Africa and especially against apartheid in

South Africa. It was central to the movement of international solidarity with

organisations inside South Africa calling for democratic government. At its height

the AAM had broad-based support from hundreds of thousands of people in

Britain. It was not affiliated to any political party.

10. Although other core participants in the Inquiry were involved in the broader anti-

apartheid movement, I believe I am the principal voice of the formal organisation,

the Anti-Apartheid Movement, in the Inquiry. Many of my contemporaries are no

longer in good health or alive. Indeed, some of the people I worked with from the

South African liberation movements were attacked and murdered by the South

African government. Some of them were spied on by British undercover police

officers and are named in the Inquiry's evidence. I feel an obligation to speak for

them.

1 1. There is an important general point about the anti-apartheid campaigners that I

would like to emphasise, because it reveals how misguided and intensely

politicised the use of undercover policing was. Given that some of the events the

Inquiry is examining took place over 50 years ago, it is easy to forget how

different the world was then. Southern Africa was governed by totalitarian and

repressive regimes. Some were colonial; some, including South Africa, were

constitutionally racist, with white supremacy and mistreatment of African people

at their heart.
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12. The ARM and the wider movement sought to challenge this by espousing

conventional campaign tactics and civil disobedience. It seems many have

forgotten how our campaigns for basic human rights and equality for people in

Southern Africa were vilified and attacked by both state and private interests in

the Southern African region and in the West. It is also important to remember that

the British government itself was often a vocal opponent of our goals and of our

support for African leaders like Nelson Mandela. It deployed the tools of the state,

including policing, against us. This was a wrong and politicised misuse of the

tools of the state, and it is something I hope this Inquiry will examine and

condemn.

13. Western nations, including successive UK governments, supported the status

quo in Southern Africa. International companies traded with these regimes, banks

funded them, commercial interests profited from them. In the Cold War era, the

AAM was (wrongly and deliberately) portrayed by its opponents as dominated by

communists as a means to discredit it.

14. Propaganda and disruption were tools in a concerted campaign to undermine our

morale, effectiveness and credibility. Surveillance, infiltration, intelligence-

gathering and intelligence-sharing were an essential part of this strategy.

Obviously, much of this was done covertly.

15. This Inquiry would be naive to assume that undercover policing by Special

Branch ('SB') was unconnected with this wider and powerful campaign against

us. It would be failing in its duty, under its terms of reference as well as its moral

and professional responsibility, if it were not thoroughly, fearlessly and openly to

investigate what happened.
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16. This is important, not just for uncovering the truth of what happened in the past,

but also to learn and apply lessons for the future. For as many malign and

powerful influences there are in the world today, there are determined and

principled voices who campaign against them. They deserve the protection of the

state.

17. This public inquiry could learn many lessons from South Africa's Truth and

Reconciliation Commission ('TRC') set up after the apartheid South Africa regime

was peacefully replaced by a democratically elected ANC government in 1994.

But it need not even go that far. At the very minimum, this Inquiry should let the

British people know how its government misused policing tactics on campaigners

against racial injustice of the most extreme kind. The UK Government should

have been supporting us: instead it was covertly putting us under surveillance,

undermining our work and assisting the racist regimes we opposed.

Intelligence reports and other documents

18. 1 have been provided with 40 documents by the Inquiry, mainly intelligence

reports, as well as Lord Peter Hain's statement dated 3.3.2020. I have not, at the

time of providing this statement, had access to the bundle of evidence for the

April 2021 hearing 2. I am asked if the details recorded in the intelligence reports

are accurate and, if not, to set out the respects in which the reports are

inaccurate.

19. Obviously, these events took place around 50 years ago. I have a clear

recollection of some events, but little recollection of others. Broadly speaking, the

2 Tranche 1, phase 2, undercover police activity principally between 1973-1982.
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reports appear to be a fairly accurate, if partial, account of what I recall about the

events reported on.

20.0n occasion however, the reports grossly mischaracterise the groups in which I

was involved, for example, the report which describes the group in the Star and

Garter incident as 'anarchist-oriented extremists under the control and direction

of Ernest Rodker'3. I was neither an anarchist nor an extremist and I acted of my

own free will.

21. The report of a meeting to plan a sit-in at South Africa House states that those

present agreed that the sit-in would be 'quite militant' and that it would be

'necessary for the security guards to use force to eject the demonstrators'4. This

reads as if the participants were intending to provoke the security guards. I

remember the event and there was no such intention. But it was assumed that as

employees of the apartheid government, the security staff would be hostile and

might use violence against the protesters. It should be noted that although the

participants in this event were, as reported by the UCO, members of the AAM, on

this occasion they were acting as individuals. Sit-ins were not part of the RAM's

repertoire of campaign activities. The background to the sit-in was the murder in

detention by South African security police of Ahmed Timol, who was a friend of

some of the South African exiles present at the meeting. They were

understandably upset and angry, and wanted to mount some action that went

further than the picket of South Africa House that was usually organised in

response to deaths in detention5.

3 P1 of doc 33 MPS-0526782-CLF.

4 Doc 20 - UCPI0000008442 — CLF.

'Ahmed Timol's death remained controversial. See e.g. https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2019-

10-15-48-years-after-his-murder-ahmed-timol-to-finally-get-commemoration/. A reopened inquest into his

death took place in 2017. The inquest concluded that he had, indeed, been murdered by the SA police and

contradicted the apartheid SA's authorities' narrative that, l ike many other detainees, he had committed
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22. There are some discrete but important errors. For example, certain reports6 refer

to John EnnaIs, the Chair of the AAM between 1967 and 1976, as an MP. This is

wrong. He was never an MP. I assume the UCO(s) reporting on this have

confused John EnnaIs with his brother David EnnaIs, who was an MP and

government minister, and later a member of the House of Lords7. David EnnaIs

was not an officer of the AAM during the period in question. Obviously, it may be

significant that the UCO(s) made this mistake about one of the most senior office-

holders in the AAM at the relevant time and also that they and their supervisors,

believing this to be the situation, continued to spy on the RAM.

23. In another report, WDC Mosdell saw fit to describe one of those present at a

meeting as being 'of Jewish descent'8.

24.1am concerned that, even at this stage, I have not been provided with all

potentially relevant and significant intelligence reports which might assist me in

providing a full account and understanding of the extent to which I was spied on.

Introductory comments about these reports 

25. The significance of these reports and my consideration of them goes, however,

beyond the question of accuracy. They raise serious concerns about the nature

and methods of UCO surveillance of the campaigns, events and individuals.

26.1am concerned that the police considered the AAM to be an organisation whose

activities should be spied on by UCOs. The AAM's only purpose was to help

bring about the end of apartheid, a system of racial discrimination that was

suicide or met his death by accident (https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-41570110). See also

https://www.ahmedtinnol.co.za/.

6 Doc 30 - UCP10000008450-CLF and doc 36 — MPS-0737073-CLF.

7 httPSWWWW.indePendent.CO.UkineWS/PeOPle/ObitUary-lord-ennalS-1587195.htMl.

'Doc 7- MPS-0736386-CLF.
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opposed by a large proportion of the UK population at the time and is now

universally condemned. The RAM's activities were always lawful and open.

27. Most of the documents that I have been referred to, particularly those relating to

the RAM, report on mainstream law-abiding events, such as public meetings and

the presentation of petitions, which posed no threat to public order.

28. For example, with one intelligence report9 a UCO submitted a copy of a leaflet

advertising a public meeting in Central Hall, Westminster about South Africa's

occupation of Namibia (this was illegal under international law), where the

speakers included two bishops and an MP and future government minister, as

well as a prominent activist and South African political exile, Ruth First.

29. In anotherl°, the UCO reported on the presentation of a petition, on the

International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, to 10 Downing

Street, asking the British government not to grant independence to Rhodesia

without the agreement of the majority of its people. The petition was presented by

a delegation of MPs, including future Foreign Office minister Joan Lestor. It is

hard to see why this was a fit subject for UCO attention.

Stop the Seventy Tour (`STST')

30.1am asked to summarise my political activities as a member of the STST,

including dates and positions of responsibility.

31. I was not involved in the central organisation of STST, but took part in the

campaign against the 1969/70 Springbok rugby and cricket tours as a grassroots

activist.

9 Doc 26 - MPS-0737008-CLF.

19 Doc 23 - MPS-0737004-CLF.
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32. 1 became involved in the campaign and protests against sporting ties with the

South African apartheid regime through my prior involvement in the AAM (see

below11).

33.1was involved in a sit-down protest in summer 1969 at the Oval cricket ground

against a tour by an all-white South African cricket team sponsored by Wilf

Isaacs12. I participated in this protest together with supporters of SANROC13.

34. 1 also took part in discussions, through my role on the National Committee of the

AAM, with those involved in STST about how to campaign against the planned

1969/1970 tours of the UK by the all-white Springbok rugby and cricket teams.

35. 1 attended the first match of the Springbok rugby tour at Twickenham on 5.11.69;

this had initially been scheduled to take place in Oxford14. My aim, and the aim of

all the other protesters, was to peacefully occupy the pitch and disrupt the match

as part of a wider message that there should be no contact with sporting teams

selected on the basis of racial segregation. I did not succeed in running onto the

pitch.

36. 1 also went to Leicester, where the next match took place on 8.11.69. I took part

in a huge march to the stadium, led by students.

37. Subsequently I took part in mass marches organised by the ARM at Springbok

games at Twickenham on 22.11.69, 20.12.69 and 31.1.70.

38. During both the marches and actions inside the grounds, the STST did not intend

any violence or even threats of violence to anyone — to others in the crowd,

stewards, players or the police. Such action would not have been condoned by

n Para 78 onwards.
12 The campaign is described from p115 of Peter Hain's book, 'don't play with apartheid' ['DPWA'].
13 South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee — a campaign set up to have apartheid South Africa excluded

from the Olympics.

'This demonstration is described in DPWA, page 129 onwards. See also interview with John Sheldon

https://www.aamarchives.orgiarchive/campaigns/sport/int1lt-john-sheldon-transcript.html.
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the protesters. There was emphatically no direction or instruction that protesters

should under any circumstances ever 'attack police officers'. That would have

been anathema to the protesters in STST. On the contrary, we were concerned

that the police might be violent towards us.

39.As I was not involved in the central organisation of STST, but only involved as a

grassroots activist, I do not feel able to answer the Inquiry's questions to me

about STST — about its aims, its methods, whether it took steps to 'vet' its

members and whether it took 'other security precautions'. So far as I do have

direct knowledge of the campaign, I agree with the comments made about it by

Peter Hain in his statement 15

First National Conference of the STST

40.1am asked to comment on an intelligence report dated 9.3.70 on a meeting of the

STST held on 7.3.7016

41. 1t bears the name 'M Ferguson', apparently a UCO whose real name is Mike

Ferguson (HN135). I note that HN135's cover name has not been made public by

the Inquiry, though it appears to be known to the Inquiry. It is covered by a

'restriction order'17

42.1am the ̀ Christaber referred to in the list of attendees at para 14 of the report. My

name appears next to the entry for Privacy I would like to see the file

held on me, the reference to which is in this document (and others)18.

15 At para 45 onwards of his statement.

Doc 2 - UCP10000008660.
17 HN135/Mike Ferguson appears to be unique in having a restriction order over his cover name only. I find it

difficult to understand the continued need for secrecy over his cover name particularly given that events

occurred many decades ago and I understand that HN135 is now deceased.
18 r .
!File reference number:
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43. 1 do not recall this or any details of how the event was run. I therefore cannot

confirm whether the meeting was, as reported, public in the morning and private

(delegates only) in the afternoon.

44.1am asked about para 8 of the report, in particular whether a reference to the use

of 'violence' accurately reflected STST's attitude. From my viewpoint as a

grassroots participant in activities co-ordinated by STST, I would say that Peter

Hain's account19 of this is consistent with what I would have thought was the view

of other STST activists.

45. My view, which I believe was shared by everyone 1 associated with at the time, is

that the movement was committed to the principle of non-violence. I distinguished

between violence against people, to which I was totally opposed, and limited

damage to property, which I felt could be justified in some situations as long as it

was necessary to win publicity for a campaign and was proportionate to its

objective. This might consist, for example, of painting slogans on walls or fly-

posting. It would not include serious criminal damage or any action that risked

physical injury to other people. Serious damage to property and any form of

violence against persons would not have been acceptable to me and, I believe,

would not have been tolerated within STST.

46.1am asked a number of questions about STST and 'infiltrators', the risk of

reporting by UCOs and whether I was surprised to learn that UCOs reported on

its activities.

47.Again, I cannot comment on STST's views, other than to agree with Peter Hain's

assessment of this20.

19 At para 79 onwards of his statement.

20 At para 58 of his statement.
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48. For my own part, I affirm what I say below about the RAM's concerns about

infiltration, especially by the South African state or its agents, phone tapping by

the UK state and the likely flow of information (intelligence) between the two

security services. Against this background, I am not surprised by the deployment

of UCOs and other surveillance measures by the UK state.

49. Indeed, I believe the authorities' tactics in relation to the AAM went further than

intelligence gathering and sharing. In interviewing activists and compiling the

contents of the AAM website, I have come across at least one reference to

concerns that state agents provocateurs were active in the movement and sought

to encourage criminal offences during demonstrations21.

North West London branch of STST

50.1am asked to comment on a number of reports, bearing the name of UCO Jill

Mosdell, relating to the activities of the North West London branch of STST22.

51.As the Inquiry points out, I am not named in these reports.

52.1was not active in this branch and I did not attend these meetings.

53. 1 therefore cannot comment on the reports or the Inquiry's questions about the

suggestion that those within that group contemplated increased militancy and the

use of force. However, the proposed actions that are mentioned in the reports,

such as fly-posting, picketing and teach-ins, accord with my understanding of the

methods used by STST.

21 Account of Nick Chudley - https://www.aamarchiyes.orgiarchiye/memoriesimem07-nick-

chudley.html?highlight=WyJuaWNrliwiY2h1ZGxleSisim5pY2sgY2h1ZGxleSid.

22 Doc 3 UCPI0000014419-CLF; doc 4 MPS-0736273-CLF CEF; doc 5 UCPI0000014420-CLF; doc 6

UCPI0000014413-CLF; doc 7 MPS-0736386-CLF; doc 8 UCPI0000014425-CLF.
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Action Committee Against Racialism ('ACAR')

54. 1 have been asked to comment on a number of reports, bearing the name of UCO

Jill Mosdell, relating to meetings of the South West Branch of ACAR 23.

55.1am not named in these reports. I did not attend these or any other meetings of

ACAR. I was not active in this or any other ACAR branch.

56.Itherefore cannot comment on the questions the Inquiry asks about ACAR's aims

and methods and about vetting members, taking other security precautions or

concerns about infiltration.

57.1am however surprised that a UCO attended small meetings of a political

campaigning organisation — only a dozen persons were present at the meeting

subject to one report24. I note that the report focuses on potential discord within

the leadership of ACAR and appears more interested in gathering material about

individuals such as Peter Hain rather than any matters relating to public disorder

or subversion.

The Dambusters Mobilising Committee (DMC') 

58. 1 have been asked to comment on a number of reports, bearing the name of

UCOs Jill Mosdell, 'Stewart Goodman' and 'Douglas Edwards', which report on

the DMC25. I am asked to summarise my political activities as a member of the

DMC, in particular between January 1970 and February 1971.

23 Doc 17 UCPI0000008245 doc 18 UCPI0000008689

24 Doc ji31 UCPI0000008689-CLF.

25 Doc 1 UCPI0000008111-CLF; doc 9 UCPI0000008112-CLF; doc 10 UCPI0000008113-CLF; doc 11

UCPI0000008114-CLF; doc 12 UCPI0000008115-CLF; doc 13 UCPI0000008116-CLF; doc 14 UCPI0000008117-

CLF; doc 15 UCPI0000008118-CLF; doc 16. UCPI0000008119-CLF.
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59. The DMC was active between 1970 and 1972. I was the Secretary of the

Committee and was active on it throughout its existence, including attending its

meetings.

60. 1 became involved through my membership of the AAM. I was asked by

Tennyson Makiwane, a leading member of the African National Congress

(ANC'), and by Abdul Minty, the RAM's Hon. Secretary, to act as the secretary of

the Committee.

61. My main role as secretary was to send out invitations to meetings, write and

distribute minutes, and liaise with the organisations represented on the

committee to ensure that activities planned at the meetings were carried out. I

also wrote publicity material for the campaign, including a pamphlet, ̀ Cabora

Bassa and the Struggle for Southern Africa', published by the World Council of

Churches, and oversaw the production of a poster for mass distribution. I had an

in-depth knowledge of what the campaign was about, how it worked, who was

involved, its objectives and principles.

62. Through my current role as secretary of the ARM Archives Committee, which

holds the copyright to the papers of the AAM and related organisations, I have,

Covid restrictions permitting, access to those records now26.

63. The DMC was a broad-based coalition of groups which shared a common aim: to

explain to the British public how the Cabora Bassa project broke UN sanctions

against the illegal regime in Rhodesia, and bolstered apartheid in South Africa

and Portuguese colonial rule in Mozambique. It therefore campaigned to ensure

that British companies did not get involved in the project. The DMC coordinated

'The AAM Archive is held at the Bodleian Library, University of Oxford

https://archives.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/repositories/2/resources/2512.
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the efforts of its member organisations. It did not subscribe to any particular

political doctrine nor was it affiliated to any political party.

64. The DMC was set up at the request of the ANC. Its member organisations

included the Committee for Freedom in Mozambique, Angola and Guine

(CFMAG), the Haslemere Group, the Young Liberals and the Portuguese

Students Committee, as well as the AAM. The AAM provided administrative

support and meeting space at its headquarters at Charlotte Street, London W1.

65. Detail on the dam and the campaign against it can be found on the AAM

website27. In short, in 1969 a project was developed to build a huge dam in

Mozambique, then still a Portuguese colony. Its objective was to supply hydro-

electric electricity to apartheid South Africa and Southern Rhodesia, which was

subject to UN economic sanctions as a consequence of Ian Smith's illegal

unilateral declaration of independence (UDI) from Britain in 1965. The

construction of the dam was to be carried out by a consortium of Western

companies, ZAMCO. The Swedish construction company ASEA, was forced to

pull out of ZAMCO because of opposition from public opinion in Sweden and it

was rumoured that the British company GEC-English Electric would take its

place. In the event, the only British companies that became involved were a

haulage business, United Transport, and the South African subsidiaries of GKN

and ICI, which manufactured equipment for the project.

66. DMC also researched the funding of the dam: Barclays overseas arm, Barclays

DCO, was involved in financing the dam and had, among all major Western

banks, the biggest interests in apartheid South Africa itself.

27 https://www.aamarchives.orearchivekampaigns/barclays-and-shell/bar02-stop-cabora-bassa-boycott-

barclays.html?highlight=WyJjYWJvcmEiLCJIYXNzYSIsImNhYm9yYSBiYXNzYSJd 

https://www.aamarchives.org/archive/history/1970s/70s08-cabora-bassa-and-the-struggle-for-southern-

africa.html?highlight=WyJjYWJvcmEiLCJiYXNzYSIsImNhYm9yYSBil(XNzYSJd.
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67.1am asked what methods DMC used to advance its aims.

68. The DMC was committed to peaceful political campaigning. One of its main

activities was researching the possible involvement of British companies in the

Cabora Bassa project. It organised the purchase of shares in companies likely to

become involved and distributed them to supporters to enable them to attend the

companies' AGMs. It co-ordinated sit-ins and pickets at Barclays' branches and

organised a protest outside the Portuguese Embassy. It also held student teach-

ins to encourage students to take part in the campaign.

69.Itook part in these events. The most significant activity I can remember is that I

took the lead in organising attendance by DMC supporters at Barclays Bank's

AGM in April 1971. Around 30 campaigners acquired one share each in Barclays,

giving us the right to attend the meeting. As the meeting progressed, we each

stood up and asked questions about the bank's involvement in the Cabora Bassa

project and its investments and practices in apartheid South Africa. The meeting

was extensively reported in the national media, including the Financial Times28.

70. Shareholder action was, when I was active in anti-apartheid campaigns, and of

course still is, a conventional and highly effective way to give shareholders a

voice, hold publicly quoted businesses to account and shine a light, for the

benefit of the public and for those affected by these businesses' practices, on the

morality and lawfulness of their conduct.

71. Unsurprisingly, the campaign was unpopular among its targets — not only the

apartheid regime in South Africa, the illegal racist regime in Rhodesia and

Portugal as the colonial ruler of Mozambique, but also the international business

interests which sought to profit from the Cabora Bassa project.

28 Financial Times, 27 April 1971.
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72.Although the dam was eventually built and the DMC was disbanded, the

campaign against Barclays' involvement in South Africa developed into a high

profile and long-running campaign in the 1970s and early 1980s to pressure the

bank into pulling out of South Africa29. It did so in 1986.

73.1am asked whether the DMC took security precautions to keep its plans, tactics

or other matters confidential. The meetings of the Committee were open only to

representatives of its member organisations, so attendees were pre-selected and

trusted. Records of the meetings were assumed to be confidential to the

representatives who attended the meetings and those responsible for the

organisations and campaigns they represented. As we all knew each other and

came from trusted organisations, we did not take any other 'security precautions'.

74.We were very much aware, and therefore concerned, that we might be subject to

infiltration or surveillance. The backdrop was that we knew there were continued,

concerted attempts by the apartheid and white minority regimes to infiltrate the

Southern African liberation movements. This was part of a pattern of disruption,

abductions, torture, detention and murder of members of those movements. We

knew that the DMC was an irritant not only to the South African regime and those

supporting apartheid in South Africa, but also to the international corporations

which supported them.

75. We assumed therefore that we were targeted by the Southern African state

security services and their private agents. We assumed that we also attracted the

attention of private business and corporate spies, including in the UK. The list of

those who we assumed had an interest in spying on us included the UK police

and security services. We assumed that our phones were tapped and that

29 https://www.aamarchives.org/campaigns/barclays-and-shell.html.
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premises might be bugged. We assumed that information and intelligence on us

was shared between any or all of these interest groups.

76. 1 develop these points further, in relation to the ARM, below30.

77. 1 note that the reports produced on the DMC relate to small meetings, attended

by approximately ten people, at which aspects of the DMC's political campaign

were discussed and organised. Given the small numbers involved, I am

concerned that the presence of UCOs could have influenced the decisions taken.

I am concerned about the potential influence that UCOs might have had within a

peaceful political campaign.

The Anti-Apartheid Movement ('RAM') 

78. I have been provided with a number of reports on the ARM31. I have been asked

to summarise my political activities within the AAM, including dates and

positions of responsibility held, in particular during the period covered by the

documents (November 1971—December 1972).

My role in the AAM

79.Ifirst became involved in the AAM in 1969.

80. The local anti-apartheid group in which I was active between 1970 and 1994 was

the West London AA Group, later renamed the Notting Hill AA Group. In the late

1980s, I was the Secretary of the Notting Hill AA Group.

81. 1 was on the AAM's Executive Committee ('EC') 1970-80 and 1990-1994. The

EC implemented the policies decided on at the RAM's AGM and quarterly

30 Ref para 112 onwards.

31 Doc 19 UCPI0000008443-CLF; doc 20 UCPI0000008442-CLF; doc 21 UCPI0000008444-CLF; doc 22

UCPI0000008445-CLF; doc 23 MPS-0737004-CLF; doc 24 MPS-0737006-CLF; doc 25 UCPI0000008448-CLF; doc

26 MPS-0737008-CLF; doc 27 MPS-0737014-CLF; doc 28 MPS-0737030-CLF; doc 29 MPS-0737042-CLF.
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National Committee meetings and drew up plans for the organisation's day-to-

day campaigning activities.

82. There were around 14 members. Of these six were elected by the National

Committee. I was one of these elected members in the period covered by the

documents I have been sent. In addition, three or four others were co-opted. The

AAM had five officers, a chair, vice-chair, treasurer, honorary secretary and

executive secretary (equivalent to director). The reports name some of the key

figures in the AAM. These included John EnnaIs, who was chair of the AAM

between 1967 and 1976.

83. The EC met monthly at the RAM's office in Charlotte Street, London W1. Its task

was to make all big decisions about the AAM — both its campaigning and fund-

raising initiatives — and about the day-to-day running of the movement. The only

exception was if something urgent arose — e.g. if someone died while being

detained by the South African Security Police and an urgent decision had to be

made about calling a protest demonstration. Then the executive secretary would

consult with the chair or hon. secretary.

84.1was a member of the AAM National Committee (NCI from 1970 to 1994. Its

role was to decide on AAM policies and campaign priorities.

85. The NC was made up of 30 individual members elected by the AGM32 and two

delegates each from affiliated organisations and local AA groups.

86. 1 edited the AAM's monthly newspaper, Anti-Apartheid News, between 1970 and

1980. In this role, combined with my membership of the EC, I was aware of most

of the AAM's actions and campaigns during this period.

32 Such as Peter Hain, para 111 of his statement.
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Aims of the AAM

87. The aims of the RAM were to inform the people of Britain and elsewhere about

apartheid; to campaign for international action to bring it to an end; and to co-

operate with and support South African organisations campaigning against

apartheid. The Movement grew from small beginnings in 1959, when it was

founded as the Boycott Committee, into one of the biggest popular movements of

the 20th century. In the 1980s it mobilised hundreds of thousands of people in

campaigns for sanctions against South Africa and the release of South Africa's

future president Nelson Mandela. It won broad-based support from students,

trade unionists, members of faith groups, BAME organisations, supporters of all

political parties and many people who had no other political interest except that

they were opposed to the extreme form of race discrimination practised in

apartheid South Africa.

88. The AAM did not subscribe to a particular political doctrine in the sense of being

left wing or right wing, Labour-leaning or Conservative-leaning. The ARM was

working to help the peoples of Southern Africa establish democracy, in the form

of one-person-one vote. Democracy was its only 'political doctrine'.

Methods used by the AAM

89. The RAM adopted a wide range of methods to pursue its aims.

90. All its actions were within the law, conventional and non-violent. In particular, this

applies to the references in the reports to pickets, demonstrations, vigils and

petitions.

91. The following methods were among those used by the AAM:

a. The ARM lobbied the British government by writing letters, submitting

detailed memoranda on issues like arms sales to South Africa,
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detention without trial and the low wages paid to African workers by the

subsidiaries of British companies, and meeting government ministers33.

b. It collected signatures to petitions calling for government and

international action34.

c. It organised mass marches and rallies, and protests outside the South

African embassy35.

d. It organised lobbies of parliament36.

e. It asked people to boycott South African goods and campaigned for

pension funds, trade unions, church bodies such as the Church

Commissioners, and other organisations to sell their shares in

companies with major investments in South Africa37.

f. It campaigned for the release of all Southern African political prisoners,

especially, from the late 1970s, for the release of Nelson Mandela38. It

also appealed to the British government to intervene with the South

For example, see these from the AAM archives:

https://www.aamarchives.org/archive/campaigns/government/gov07-memorandum-to-her-majestys-

government-on-the-operation-of-the-british-arms-embargo.html

https://www.aamarchives.org/archive/campaigns/government/gov04-memorandum-to-the-house-of-

commons-select-committee-on-expenditure.html.

34 https://www.aa marchives.orgiarchive/campaiEns/arms-embarEolarm10-derlaration-against-arms-sal es-to-

south-africa.htrni 

https://www.aamarchives.org/archiveThistory/1960s/pri06-petition-for-the-release-of-south-african-political-

prisoners.html.
35 httpsi,Avww.aarnarchives.orgiarchive/history/1980s180s24-march-against-aparthei 

195. html.

https://www.aamarchives.org/archive/history/1980s/80s27-lobby-of-parliament-for-sanctions.html.
37 https://www,aarnarc: ',/es,orplarchivelhistoryl ovcott-rnovement/60s25- t-aparhei -,,nrth-vour-

s opping-basket,html 

https://www.aamarchives.org/archive/history/boycott-movement/po052-look-before-you-buy-boycott-the-

products-of-apartheid.html.

38 https://www,aarnarcNves,or,glarc k/elicarngaip,nsipolitical-prisoners/6 s15-free-the-prisoners, tml 

httpsilvvwvLaarnarchives.orp,/archivel story/1960Vmdat38-rnandela-65t ay-rneeting,htrtIL 
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African government to stop the hanging of young ANC militants

condemned to death39.

g. It worked with and lobbied international bodies, especially the UN,

Commonwealth, OAU (Organisation of African Unity) and Non-Aligned

Movement. In the 1980s it lobbied the EEC to impose sanctions

against South Africa. It liaised with other national anti-apartheid

organisations.

h. It organised cultural events such as theatre presentations and concerts

to spread its message and to fundraise for its other activities40.

92. Regarding the international activities of the AAM, I refer as an example to the SB

report on the AAM dated 3rd May 1972 41, which reports that 'Members of the

Anti-Apartheid Executive and National Committee have been invited to meet

Ambassador Ahmed Salim, Tanzania's permanent representative to the United

Nations and Chairman of the United Nations Committee on Decolonisation ...at

the House of Commons, SW1'. It goes on to say that the Committee (on

Decolonisation) 'has been on an extended tour of Africa, during which a visit was

paid to the liberated areas of Guinea, and hearings were given to representatives

of the liberation movements of Mozambique, Angola and Zimbabwe'. This was

clearly a meeting to brief the RAM leadership on UN action. It is a purely political

activity and it is hard to see why it merited the attention of the British police.

93. Given all this, I am bound to ask: (a) why the British state decided to spy on the

ARM in the first place; (b) who made the decision; (c) when the decision was

made; (d) having (presumably) established that the AAM was not a 'subversive'

https://www.aamarchives.ordarchive/goods/posters/hgs07-save-the-moroka-three/viewdocument.html.

4° https://www.aamarchives.org/archive/history/1980s/80s28-festival-for-freedom-28-june-1986.html.

41 Doc 29 MPS-0737042-CLF.
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organisation, why it continued to spy on the AAM and for how long. The inevitable

conclusion is that it was spied on not because it was a threat to the UK state (by

definition, it was not, its opponent was the racist South African state), but

because monitoring the RAM served the UK's relationship with those against

whom the AAM campaigned. To get to the truth of what happened will require this

Inquiry to obtain and make publicly available all relevant documents on this

important issue throughout the period of RAM activity, that is, up to the mid-

1990s, when the apartheid regime fell and the AAM was disbanded, its objective

achieved.

AAM security concerns 

94. The AAM did not vet its members. To join the AAM you paid a subscription, filled

in a simple membership application form which asked for contact details of the

applicant and then received a membership card.

95. The AAM did not take any particular security precautions to keep its plans, tactics

or other matters confidential during the period I am asked about, November

1971—December 1972.

96. However, later, in the 1980s, the decision was taken that South Africans would

not be welcomed as volunteer helpers in the ARM office because of fears that the

South African security services were trying to obtain inside information and

disrupt the organisation.

97. Ironically, this would not have prevented the spying by the UK authorities,

through their UCOs. My reading of the documents suggests that Jill Mosdell,

presumably a UK national, was a regular presence at the AAM office at Charlotte

Street, was active around the AAM office, getting to know the identities of those

who worked there.
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98. 1 say this because, for example, in one of the reports42 she listed by name a small

number of the people present at a public meeting arranged by the ARM at Central

Hall, Westminster. There would have been several hundred members of the

public present at the meeting. But the list of names she submitted, and

presumably recognised, consists of AAM staff members and regular volunteers in

the AAM office. Some of these had no public profile, so this suggests she got to

know them by volunteering at the office. In order to do so, she would have to

have been in the office at Charlotte Street and her presence there, unsupervised,

would have had to have been accepted. While members of the public could come

into the office, if invited, free access was reserved for ARM officers, staff and

(genuine) volunteers.

99.1t appears that she did much more than report back on the identities and activities

of those who were regularly in the AAM office. I am concerned about what else

she — and other UCOs — may have done.

100. She took copies of private documents, such as the minutes of ARM (and

DMC) meetings e.g. the meeting of the EC on 18.4.72. I refer to her report of that

meeting43. I assume she had access to the minutes themselves because in that

report she provides detailed information which would have been clear (only) from

the minutes — such as the time the meeting began and finished, apologies etc.

101. She may have accessed records of members. This was of special concern in

relation to the small number of AAM members resident in South Africa, who

would have attracted the attention of the South African Security Police if they

were known to be in contact with the British AAM.

42 Doc 36 - MPS-0737073-CLF.

Doc 30- UCPI0000008450-CLF, see also my comments below at para 109.
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102. The RAM and the movement generally were concerned about other forms of

surveillance such as telephone tapping and the bugging of offices and homes. I

am bound to note that the Inquiry has ruled that these issues will not, as a

general rule, be considered publicly by this Inquiry44. I refer to the Inquiry's

statement on the Investigatory Powers Act 2016, prompted 'At the invitation of

the Designated Lawyers' (those representing the police), following unpublished

submissions and without prior consultation with the non-police, non-state core

participants. This is dated 14.10.20, just before the first evidence hearings, for the

first tranche of undercover police activity (1968-82). To get to the truth, this

inquiry should obtain, and make available to me, all interception-related evidence

relating to my activities and those of the AAM, either by determining that they fall

within the exceptions set out in that ruling or by varying its decision.

103. All I have read and surmised of SB's spying on the RAM seems to me to be

an unjustified intrusion into the lawful campaigning activities of a peaceful

organisation.

AAM concerns about police infiltration

104. I am asked if the AAM was concerned about the infiltration by the Police

or others. The simple answer is 'yes'. I refer to my comments, above, about the

DMC45. Similar comments can be made about AAM activists' concerns.

105. I am asked if I am surprised that the police deployed undercover officers to

report on the groups. I am surprised at the extent of the surveillance, for example

the attendance of UCOs at the AGMs of the AAM and the detailed reports they

submitted.

https://www.ucpi.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/20201014-chairmans-statement-IPA-2016.pdf.

45 Ref para 74.
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106. I am also surprised at the lengths the police went to in order to monitor the

activities of (often very small) local AA groups. The documents supplied to me

include a report by UCO Jill Mosdell on a social occasion at my home on 9th

December 197246. This was a small Christmas party in a private flat to raise

funds for West London Anti-Apartheid Group — an opportunity for like-minded

people to relax and socialise and at the same time to raise much-funded funds for

legitimate RAM activities. I cannot imagine why it was of interest to the police. I

am still disturbed by the thought that a police officer entered my flat under false

pretences. I note there are other examples of UCOs attending meetings at

campaigners' home addresses47.

107. Although I am not surprised that the AAM was targeted by UCOs, I am

concerned that UCOs thought it appropriate to report on the activities and

meetings of the RAM.

108. I note that a UCO attended an AAM conference on 06.11.7148. The aim of the

conference is stated in the report as "simply to map out a strategy for

implementing the RAM's campaigns". This took the form of four "discussion

groups" at the conference. These would have consisted of around ten persons

each. I am concerned about what contributions may have been made by UCOs to

these discussion groups. I also note the particular focus that is given in the report

to financial support from the AAM for "various coloured 'liberation movements'". I

question why UCOs were interested in such purely political actions which had

nothing to do with public order.

46 Doc 39 - MPS-0737656.

47 E.g. doc 20 - UCPI0000008442-CLF.

48 Doc 19 - UCPI0000008443-CLF.
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109. I note that a UCO thought it appropriate to obtain and file a report on a

meeting of the AAM EC on 18.4.7249. According to the report, the meeting

discussed trade union involvement in the AAM and a boycott campaign of South

African goods. Nothing in this threatened public order. It was also reported that

the meeting discussed how to retain public interest in the Pearce Commission.

The Commission was set up by the British Government to test the acceptability to

the Rhodesia's African majority of the constitutional agreement it had reached

with the white minority regime. The AAM was campaigning to ensure that the

Pearce Commission conducted itself in such a way that Africans could freely

make their voices heard and that there was a genuinely democratic outcome.

This was not in any way subversive.

1 10. I note that a significant number of other reports on the ARM are concerned

simply with details of proposed petitions and vigils50. I cannot understand how

this information was relevant to the SDS.

1 11. However, the authorities' conduct towards the AAM went beyond simple

infiltration. It is important that the Inquiry understands and investigates this.

Connections with South Africa

1 12. The national ARM was always concerned not only about infiltration by groups

based in Britain who were hostile to its objectives, but also by attempts to

disrupt its activities by the South African security services, such as BOSS.

Doc 30— UCPI0000008450-CLF.
50 See my comments, above, eg at para 27.
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113. For example, there was a series of break-ins in the 1960s51 and 1970s, and

the theft of membership records from the AAM's office in the early 1970s. In the

1980s there was an arson attack on the AAM office.

1 14. In the early morning of 14.3.82 a bomb went off at the ANC's London

headquarters52.

1 15. Given what I say below about this incident, I wish and expect this Inquiry to

identify, examine and make public any evidence of Special Branch's intelligence

gathering at the time of this incident, as well as the UK authorities' wider

knowledge of and connection with the incident.

1 16. The incident itself was very serious, an ANC worker was injured and the

building was badly damaged.

1 17. The South African angle of the attack has been investigated by the Truth and

Reconciliation Commission ('TRC'), with the benefit of evidence from many of

those involved following amnesty applications. Its findings are set out in its

report53 .

1 18. The bombing was planned and committed by members of the South African

Security Branch, including Craig Williamson54. The plastic explosive

components for the bomb were ...shipped to London in a diplomatic bag [and]

collected and delivered by ...a military attaché at the South African Embassy in

London'55.

"See for example these documents, now in the public domain -

https://www.documentcloud.orddocuments/6792239-1968-1968-AAM-Break-in-H0-325-115.html.

52 E.g. ref https://www.aamarchives.org/archive/history/1980s/pic8222-anc-london-office-bombed.html.

See especially volume 2, evidence and findings about SA activities abroad, including in Europe, the UK, from

p42, esp para 478 onwards - https://www.justice.gov.za/trc/report/finalreport/Volume%202.pdf.
54 p97.

55 Para 480.
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119. It was 'authorised by the South African government at the highest level'56.

The 'instruction to undertake the operation came from the then Minister of Law

and Order, Louis le Grange57. After the operation, 'each of the participants was

decorated with the Police Star for Excellent Service' at the Minister's office58.

The TRC concluded that 'the Prime Minister, Mr PW Botha and the Minister of

Law and Order... are deemed to be directly accountable. The raid was

undertaken in violation of the territorial sovereignty of the United Kingdom and

was also a violation of international law'59.

120. In its evidence to the TRC, the ARM raised the possibility that the operation

may have been an assassination attempt on the life of the ANC president, Oliver

Tambo. 'They ... point to the timing of the blast (09h00) and the fact that it was

well known that Tambo tended to hold early morning meetings at the ANC office

when in London'60.

121. Oliver Tambo was scheduled to be in London at that time. He was due to

attend a large RAM demonstration taking place on 14th March — a 15,000 strong

march and rally, which had been preceded by a three-day conference, the title of

which was 'Southern Africa — the time to choose'61.

122. I have not had the benefit of any disclosure from the Inquiry on SB's activities

around this incident — the extent of its surveillance of the AAM generally or on

those days' plans. However, in the public domain there is a SB report, dated

Finding after para 483.

57 Para 479.
58 Para 483.

Finding after para 483.

60 Para 482.
61 https://www.aamarchives.ordarchiye; si.lorv/19'80s s s afri the-time-to-choose-

ernonstration,htrnL

https://www.aamarchiyes.org/archiye/history/1980s/po065-%C2%A1demo-%C2%A1demo-%C2%A1demo-

sunday-march-14-1982.html.
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26.3.82 on the AAM 'Time to Choose conference', 11-13.3.82 62. Those listed as

being present included Archbishop Trevor Huddleston (president of the AAM),

senior politicians from Nigeria and the Seychelles, the chairman of the UN

Special Committee Against Apartheid, Alfred Nzo, secretary-general of the ANC,

Shridath Ramphal, Commonwealth Secretary-General, as well as several leading

UK MPs. The report begins with an expression of regret about the absence of

Oliver Tambo.

123. I note that SB spent considerable resources in obtaining 'intelligence' on this

mainstream event, attended by eminent participants, and integral to the 'Time to

Choose' campaign. I would like to know what other resources they spent —

especially the deployment of UCOs — on the AAM around this time and in

relation, for example, to the planned mass demonstration which was the

culmination of those days' events. I would also like to know what resources, in

particular UCOs, the SB deployed after the bombing to uncover who was

responsible for it and to stop it happening again. This would or should have

involved infiltration of those responsible for the attack and the structure which

facilitated it. A comparison of the use of SB's resources would be a helpful gauge

of its priorities — between intelligence gathering on the AAM and intelligence

gathering on its opponents.

124. The AAM's wider concerns about the South African authorities' activities in

the UK, directed towards the AAM, were set out in a submission to the TRC,

presented by Lord Hughes on behalf of the AAM Archives Committee, in a 33-

page document titled 'South Africa's illegal and covert activities in the United

62 https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2626607-1982-03-26-aam-sb-report.html.
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Kingdom' ('the AAM's TRC submission')63. The TRC report confirmed what lay

behind the South African authorities' actions and the AAM's concerns — for

example it confirmed that there was 'an extensive ... international spy network',

operating in, among other places, London. It was run, in the 1980s, by Craig

Williamson, one of those responsible for the bombing of the ANC offices64.

125. The AAM's TRC submission asserted that the South African security services

were active in the UK: 'From the early 1960s, the activities of the [SA] intelligence

agencies were focussed apparently on both the [SA] exile community in London

as well as the [AAM] and other campaigning organisations. It would appear that

initially such activities were mainly for the purposes of surveillance. However as

resistance to apartheid intensified within [SA] and the international campaign

gathered momentum there is evidence that the apartheid authorities became

more desperate and increasingly engaged in illegal and covert activities...' (p2).

126. The UK authorities facilitated their activities: 'This role was facilitated by the

fact that senior [SA] intelligence officers as well as operatives were free to enter

and leave the [UK] at will. The UK was one of only 6 countries outside the African

continent to allow this and 'When other countries introduced visa restrictions, the

UK government was adamant in refusing to take such a step'. (p3).

127. The UK Government and authorities were made aware of these concerns: By

May 1983, in evidence presented to the then British Home Secretary, Leon

Brittan, the [AAM] was able to categorise the activities as follows: (a) the use of

physical violence against anti-apartheid organisations (b) the surveillance of and

gathering information about opponents of apartheid, in Europe, with the objective

See - htt.ps://wwwaarnarc .orliarchivel -rc-evi ence.  -

https://www.aamarchives.org/archive/interviews/lord-bob-hughes.html

64 https://www.justice.gov.za/trc/report/finalreport/Volume%202.pdf — page 98, para 208(e).
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of planning assassinations (c) the use of Britain as a base for planning operations

against the Governments of independent African states and Southern African

liberation movements' (p2, see also section 'Representations to the British

Government, p24 onwards).

128. Intelligence gathering by BOSS was carried out through agents in the UK.

These included reports: 'As early as 1971... that there are about a dozen full time

agents in Britain attached to South African commercial organisations or living

here as businessmen or writers' as well as 'part time agents' (p8). Their sources

also included journalists. One newspaper article stated 'that journalists in London

... said they were constantly approached by [SA] agents to inform on left wingers,

such as anti-apartheid activist Mr Peter Hain. One [SA] journalist told the Sunday

Times he has been offered an unending free supply of ...brandy and subsequent

payments for any information he could provide on Mr Hain and his activities". (p8)

129. The AAM TRC submission also asserts that 'In 1978 it was revealed that the

[SA] Department of Information and BOSS had set up a series of front

organisations and networks. Altogether it was estimated that over 130 secret

projects were set up. Many were apparently designed to present 'a more

favourable' image of apartheid South Africa but others were clearly linked to

South Africa's covert and illegal activities' (p10). The Club of Ten was 'a front

organisation funded by the South African regime to spread misinformation

against those involved in the fight against apartheid. . The Club of Ten was

exposed in 1978, along with several other front organisations operating in Britain'

(p10).
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130. Clearly, the South African authorities shared a common interest with the UK's

SB and Special Demonstration Squad's ('SDS') UCOs in events and opponents

of apartheid South Africa active in the UK and abroad.

131. For example, the South African authorities were responsible for the

assassination of Professor Ruth First65 and the car bombing of Albie 5achs66 in

Mozambique, the bugging of phones in London67 and the death in detention of

Ahmed Timo168, and had an interest in collecting information on Peter Hain69

The AAM TRC submission says, in relation to Albie Sachs and Ruth First: 'It is

unclear whether evidence gathered in London contributed to decisions to carry

out these attacks'70.

132. While I do not suggest that the UK had a direct role in the attacks, I note that

these individuals and events (and the AAM's connection with them) also attracted

the attention of the UK's SB and are referred to in the SB reports in the bundle of

documents provided to me now and in the public domain71.

133. At first sight this may appear to be unremarkable, given the South African

authorities' complicity in these events and interest in these individuals; the RAM's

concerns about that complicity; and the UK authorities' interest in the AAM's

actions surrounding these events.

65 P6 of the AAM TRC report. Craig Williamson was one of those who admitted responsibility to the TRC — para

245, 246 https://www.justice.gov.za/trc/report/finalreport/Volume%202.pdf.
66 P7 of the AAM TRC report. See also para 317 of the TRC report.

67 P7 of the AAM TRC report.
68 P6 of the AAM TRC report.

69 P7/8 of the AAM TRC report.

P6 of the AAM TRC report.

71 E.g. Ruth First in doc 19 UCPI0000008443-CLF; doc 20 UCPI0000008442-CLF, doc 26 MPS-0737008-CLF (Ruth

First listed as a speaker at this event); doc 36 MPS-0737073-CLF. Also MPS-0742861 report of AAM AGM on

1.11.70, E.g .Ahmed Timol — the meeting, at an activist's home address on 8.11.71 was to discuss a

demonstration about the murder while in detention of Ahmed Timol - doc 20 UCPI0000008442-CLF, see my

comments above at para 21. E.g. Albie Sachs reports on the AAM AGM on 26.10.69, my comments, below at

para 148. Note that this meeting was subject to surveillance by an unknown third / commercial party and that

'transcript' relayed both to the Daily Express and to SB. See also MPS-0742861 - report dated 17.11.70 on the

AAM AGM on 1.11.70, my comments below at para 154.
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134. What is, however, remarkable are the indications that appear to connect

the South African authorities to the UK authorities, SB in general and the

SDS in particular. For example, there is evidence that, from the late 1960s, an SB

officer, known as 'Inspector X"had allegedly 'worked for many years as an

intermediary between Scotland Yard and agents of the South African security

service". His contact was said to be 'A H Bouwer', a second secretary at the

[South African] Embassy'72. Indeed, there is further evidence from a separate

source, that 'Alf Bouwer' had a 'friendship' with 'Inspector 'Jim', who was

supposed to watch Bouwer, but in fact sympathised with the South Africans and

passed on information, especially about communists and other 'political

undesirables'. 'Jim' is also said to have helped BOSS to infiltrate an agent into

the AAM'73.

135. The issues were discussed in Parliament and presumably, therefore,

examined in Government and in government departments. For reasons of space

and time I shall limit myself to one example. I assume that this was, however,

illustrative of concerns raised and scrutiny undertaken of the South African and

UK authorities' actions towards the AAM, until the apartheid regime fell in 1994.

136. In a debate on the Metropolitan Police in December 197174 the contribution of

one MP (James Wellbeloved) included the assertion that 'There is today in

London a network of spies and informers operating under the directions of the

Government of the Republic of South Africa. There are citizens and residents in

'Given the very short period I have been allowed to provide this statement and the Covid lockdown I have

not been able to verify this myself but I understand the source of this evidence is: Philip Murphy, 'South

African Intelligence, the Wilson Plot and Post-Imperial Trauma', chapter in Spooked: Britain, Empire and

Intelligence since 1945, eds Patrick Major, Chr R. Moran (2009) via googlebooks. p.102. This piece, in turn,

quotes, I understand an article in the Observer dated 7th November (1969).

Reference (again I have not been able to verify this personally) -James Barber, Boss in Britain, in African

Affairs, July 1983 (Vol 82, no 328) pp. 311-328, p327.

https://api.parliament.uk/historic-hansard/commons/1971/dec/15/metropolitan-police.
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the United Kingdom who are conforming to the laws of this country but who are

under surveillance by agents acting on behalf of a foreign Power. There are legal,

law-abiding, peaceful organisations operating in this country which have been

infiltrated by spies and informers, and there are premises occupied by these legal

and peaceful organisations which have been broken into and from which

documents have been stolen. ....They are fearful that their 'phones may be

bugged. They are fearful that they may be subjected to bugging in their own

premises. They are fearful that they are being watched and are being followed by

agents acting on behalf of South Africa. But above those fears, the people whom

I have seen and with whom I have spoken have the fear that they cannot go to

our police to ask for protection, because they believe, rightly or wrongly, that in

this country we are co-operating with the security services of the South African

Government.'

137. He went on to assert: 'There have been extensive inquiries into many of these

leads that have come into our possession — inquiries not only by hon. Members

but by the Press and television75. It has been clearly established that a spy

ring exists and that the name of one of the men who organised it on behalf of the

South African Government is known. It is a spy ring that operates from the South

African Embassy in London, which has had British citizens acting as controllers,

which has established a network of informers and which has infiltrated

organisations in this country hostile to the regime in South Africa. There is one

British citizen in particular ..... His name is John Fairer Smith, and his activities

have extended to political, commercial and economic espionage. He is the man

75 Reference is made to the Observer newspaper and the BBC's '24 Hours' documentary programme which is

commended for its 'detailed research'.
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who recruited and, for some time, controlled Norman Henry Blackburn.. .

Blackburn has been interviewed during this month and has confessed that he

organised infiltrators into organisations in this country and kept surveillance on

people in this country on behalf of John Fairer Smith who was acting for the

South African Government'.

138. According to the MP, one of the many organisations Blackburn is said to have

infiltrated was 'Anti-Apartheid', and Blackburn reportedly said had people in

there working for me'. Fairer-Smith 'has been closely involved in political,

economic and commercial espionage'.

139. The MP continued turn briefly to the involvement of the South African

Embassy in London in all this. I believe, and the documents that I have bear this

out, that South African diplomats have been involved in the spying....'.

140. Another MP (Stanley Clinton Davis) raised further concerns: 'What causes a

number of us great anxiety is that it has been conceded by the Home Secretary

that there is a good deal of liaison between the police of this country and the

South African police'. Further, that MP said: 'What is particularly frightening—

there is further evidence of this ... — is that a good deal of the evidence against

people who have been prosecuted in South Africa — perhaps "persecuted" would

be more appropriate — seems to have been garnered in London'.

141. It is inconceivable that, against this background, the matters were not

examined, investigated and reported on (throughout the apartheid years) within

the relevant government departments (including the Foreign Office and Home

Office) and by the relevant ministers, the police (including SB) and the security

services. Records must exist and must be relevant and made public in this

Inquiry. Indeed, that is precisely what the MP, James Wellbeloved, asked for in
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the December 1971 debate — 'One of the purposes of this debate is to give the

Home Office the opportunity to give a clear statement to all ... that they are

entitled to the full protection of the law in this country against those who are

interfering with their liberties....' And 'All these activities are surely worthy of a

full-scale investigation by the Home Office. I believe that the Minister tonight

needs to give a clear undertaking that he will cause an investigation to take place

into the activities of this man in his political, economic and commercial

espionage'.

142. Peter Hain gives a concrete example of liaison between the UK's security

services and South African authorities over the fabricated allegations he faced of

theft at a Putney bank in the 1970s76. Drawing on information he received from a

number of former UK security service agents he asserts that 'the MI5 faction was

openly sympathetic to white South Africa during the height of the Cold War

because it was seen as an ally against 'international communism' and that

'information was regularly 'traded' between MI5 and BOSS. Even joint operations

were carried out where the agencies shared common objectives'77.

143. Documents already in the public domain and arising from allegations made in

1968 that the South African authorities were behind a private agency's alleged

break in at the AAM's offices provide clear examples of liaison between the

police (including SB), the Home Office (including the branch responsible for

telephone tapping and bugging), the Home Secretary, the security services and

the branch of the Foreign Office responsible for relations with South Africa78.

'Ref pages 95-113 of Peter Hain's book 'Outside In'.

77 P110 of 'Outside In'.
78 https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6792239-1968-1968-AAM-Break-in-H0-325-115.html.
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144. I note that a number of the SB reports in my witness bundle are marked 'Box

500'79. I understand this indicates that the reports were sent by SB to the UK

security services, which begs the question what happened to this 'intelligence'

and these reports thereafter. Did they go on to the South African authorities?

145. What, if any, information did the UK authorities receive in return and what use

was this information put to? For example, did it inform the targeting and strategy

of SB, the SDS in particular, in relation to the ARM?

146. This feeds into broader questions. SB appear to have expended considerable

thought, time and resources in deploying UCOs to spy on the AAM. I have not

seen evidence in this Inquiry into undercover policing that those who attacked the

anti-apartheid movement were infiltrated by the SDS. Further, little appears to

have been done or achieved in investigating and bringing to justice those

responsible for serious attacks on the RAM in the UK. Why? Surely it should have

been the duty of the British police to protect its own citizens against illegal

activities that appeared to have been initiated by a foreign government, rather

than exchanging information with representatives of that government.

Surveillance and oversight

147. I trust that this inquiry will examine carefully not only what the SB and SDS

reported on, but also how surveillance was conducted, who was responsible

and the oversight of these tactics.

148. A sequence of documents which appear to be official documents and are now

in the public domain but have not been made public by the Inquiry appear

E.g. doc 8 UCPI0000014425-CLF in respect of STST; doc 10 UCPI0000008113-CLF in respect of the DMC; doc

19 UCPI0000008443-CLF in respect of the AAM.
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particularly relevant and instructive. They relate to the AAM's AGM on 26.10.69

at the National Liberal Club in Whitehall, central London80.

149. I was at that meeting and recorded (e.g. in the SB reports) as being present

and vocal, and identified as 'part of the core of the coming [STST] protest

movement'. The SB reports also refer to Ruth First, Albie Sachs, Peter Hain, the

Cabora Bassa dam campaign, STST (including the planned rugby match in

Oxford, which was moved to Twickenham).

150. This was followed by a news report in the Daily Express, critical of the AAM,

and based, it was suggested, on a transcript of the AGM.

151. MPs, some of whom attended the AGM, wrote to the then Home Secretary

(later Prime Minister) Jim Callaghan81 and then met with him to express concerns

about this article. One concern they raised was that SB were spying on the AAM

and provided that information both to the Daily Express and to the South African

authorities.

152. According to the Home Office's note of the meeting the future Prime Minister,

presumably briefed in advance by SB, said this: 'Special Branch did not attend

the meeting concerned, but that they had obtained the transcript some time after

it had taken place. This transcript had been produced commercially and it might

be supposed that the 'Daily Express' had obtained a copy from the same source.

80 Dox produced - 10 page report on AGM (date unknown, believed to be 'commercially' produced report on

AGM) [doc 40:i UCPI0000034316 1 first SB report on AGM dated 12.11.69 [doc 41 : ucp100000343171. ; second SB report

on AGM dated i15.-11.-6-9 fdoc 42:LUC.P100000343.181].; Daily Express article dated 22L.I.76-0-6E.-Eli-3:Fic-p-i-0.0-0-0.0-373.1911; MPs

letters to Home Secretary, Jim Callaghan -dated 26.1.70 [doc 44:1-1J-C-P.1-0.0-00034329j ; presumed inteiTOT:16Me1Office

'note dated 28.1.70 [doc 45:r. 1 ; SB memorandum on AA-.-M- 'dated 31.1.70 [doc 46::-11C-P100-0-0-0.3-4-322-1; letter

Ferguson / SB to Waddell/Home Office dated 2.2.70 [doc UCPI0000034323] ; Home Office report of meeting
L.

dated 25.2.70 [doc 48:: UCP10000034324].i

81 This was not a new issueToriim Callaghan. The STST 'sent a telegram to the Home Secretary, Jim Callaghan'

in October 1969 asking him to refuse entry to the South African rugby team, who were due shortly to arrive in

the country, on the grounds that a racially selected side would contravene Britain's Race Relations Act' — p128

of Peter Hain's book, DPWA.
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Special branch did not attempt to attend private meetings but were prepared to

attend public meetings if they thought it advisable to do so. Their practice was to

attend only if they thought the organisations concerned might be infiltrated by

agents of other Governments or that violence would be planned. He put it to [the

MPs] that they should ask themselves whether the anti-apartheid movement

might be of interest to other Governments and might be infiltrated by its agents,

but not take him as making any assertions of his own on this point'.

153. This response and these documents beg more questions than they answer82,

including, in summary, these:

a. Why does the Home Secretary insinuate that the ARM may 'be

infiltrated' by agents of 'other Governments' (an inaccurate trope,

peddled by apartheid South Africa, that the AAM was a front for

communists and the Soviet Union);

b. Is the account of the criteria for SB to infiltrate groups, including the

private / public distinction, accurate and, if not, how did the Home

Secretary fall into error;

c. What did SB and the Home Office know about the source of the

'transcript', the 'commercial' organisation said to be responsible for

producing it and its connections with the Express and SB and, possibly,

the South African authorities;

d. So far as SB is concerned, how did it come to obtain the third party's

account of the meeting and why did it use it without attributing its

source in its own report(s);

82 Some of these questions are raised and developed in this report, from September 2020, by the Special

Branch Files Project, piece by Eveline Lubbers dated September 2020 — here -

http://specialbranchfiles.uk/special-branch-buys-information-on-the-aam.
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e. In particular, how does this episode fit into the process by which SB

moved from relying on third party sources for intelligence on its targets

to deploying its own agents, UCOs83;

f. When, if at all, does the Inquiry plan to examine these issues and allow

me to engage with them?

154. The Inquiry has provided me with the SB report of the AAM's AGM held in

the following year on 1.11.7084.

155. I have a number of comments on its contents. I was present and listed as

attending. I raised the issue of the Cabora Bassa dam (para 27). I note that a

member of one of the AAM's local committees 'views with grave concern a report

of hidden associations between Great Britain and South Africa, such as

extending training and other facilities in Great Britain to South African police

officers ... and asks the central office of the RAM to undertake research into such

association'. It makes a similar request about subsidiary firms of other

businesses with interests in SA (para 28).

156. The report is 10 pages long and has 7 pages of annexes. It contains details

of leading figures in the ARM attending the meeting, the issues discussed and the

strategies agreed on. It contains information on the RAM's finances, a

'Statement of income and expenditure'.

157. The meeting was open only to bona fide RAM members. Its purpose was to

enable them to discuss past and future strategy and plans in an environment

where they could assume that all those present, even if they disagreed on

particular points, were sympathetic to the broad aims of the AAM. The presence

Ref e.g. para 50 and 51 of CTI Opening Statement dated 1.11.20 at p44, para 50.

http.siziwww.ucpi.orP.0  /wp-contentluploads/2020/11/20201102 Cas T1P1 Opening  Statement.pdf -the

transition began from July 1968.

84 MPS-0742861.
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of a UCO was an unjustified intrusion and I am concerned that SB saw it

appropriate to spy on the meeting, particularly as it had, in the previous year,

gained insight into the nature of the AAM's AGMs.

158. Perhaps just as important and of equal concern is the provenance of

information obtained by SB on this meeting. The intelligence report has been

provided to me by the Inquiry, so I assume there has been UCO input into it. But I

am aware, from material in the public domain85, that SB gained information on

this meeting from a third party, 'the Griffin Press Bureau'86. Further, the

information in the public domain indicates that there has been discussion

between SB and the Home Office about this evidence, including comments by SB

to the Home Office about the AAM's finances87. This appears to be entirely

inappropriate and unorthodox and I trust that the Inquiry will investigate this

aspect of this report.

The Star and Garter Hotel, Richmond on 12.5.72 (`S&G')

159. I have been provided with a number of documents relating to a demonstration

at a hotel in Richmond on the departure of the English rugby team for a tour in

apartheid South Africa and the arrests and prosecution which followed88.

160. The officer who authored some of the reports was 'Michael Scott' (HN298).

Indeed, he appears to have learned about the demonstration in advance of it

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6983642-969-1970-AAM-HO-Reports-on-AGM-AAM-

commercially.html.

86 Letter from the Home Office to Commander Cunningham of SB dated 23.11.70 'I enclose a copy of a report

on the [AGM of the AAM] sent to Lord Windlesham's secretary by the Griffin Press Bureau...' (I understand

Lord Windlesham was a minister of state in the Home Office). There appears to be a further 10 page report on

the meeting in this bundle.

Letter dated 18.11.70 from DAC Smith at SB includes this comment 'It will be seen that although the finances

of this body were in an unsatisfactory condition the deficit ...shown on the financial report for the year

1969/70 has now been made good by a donation from the World Council of Churches'.
88 These include doc 32 MPS-0737087; doc 33 MPS-0526782-CLF; doc 34 MPS-0737109; doc 37 MPS-0737108.
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happening, joined the group of protesters, participated in the demonstration, and

been arrested and prosecuted.

161. I was one of those at the demonstration, arrested and prosecuted.

162. According to these documents I entered a not guilty' plea at Richmond

magistrates court on 12th May and I was 'found guilty', alongside 'Michael Scott',

at Mortlake magistrates' court on 14th June 197289.

163. I am asked to provide a factual account of my arrest, including the planning of

events themselves, my arrest, events after my arrest and the criminal

proceedings.

164. I have very little independent recollection of what happened — the incident,

court hearings or events surrounding them. It was nearly 50 years ago. I am not

able to say whether the accounts given of events in these police documents are

accurate or complete.

165. I see that according to the documents 'Michael Scott' is said to have received

information about the demonstration in a telephone call with Peter Hain's mother.

I do not recall how I was made aware of the demonstration or meeting(s) around

it; however, I doubt if much, if any, significant information was relayed by phone

in this way. I knew Peter Hain's mother and I knew her to be very cautious about

having any significant discussions on the phone. This is because she, like all

activists, were conscious that phones were tapped and so would have been very

cautious about sharing any important information on the phone.

166. I do not remember the incident itself in much detail. Similarly I do not recall

much of the run-up to the court hearings.

89 
i•-•1

Doc 33 MPS-0526782,04P page and [Oh page.
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167. I do recall Ben Birnberg, the defence solicitor referred to in the police's

papers. I remember going to him after arrest and I remember him representing us

in court. I see that there is a suggestion in the police documents that Ben

Birnberg was principally interested in our case for the money90. This is wrong.

Ben Birnberg was known to be lawyer who had experience in defending people in

similar cases.

168. I do remember going to court. I have no other criminal convictions and this

was the only time I was ever charged and therefore in court.

169. I note that according to the police records we thought that :

LPP - discussion of defence to be advanced P1 I do not

disagree with this statement. I note that at meetings92 at which I was not listed as

being present, there was discussion about where the incident took place.: •

,• LPP ,. ,

that most of the group would be represented

by him; and it appears that, I LPP - discussion of pleas to be entered
i

I I. I do not doubt this part of the report.

170. I am asked if I recall 'Michael Scott'. I do not recall him. If I were to see him or

be shown a contemporaneous photograph of him, this might jog my memory.

171. lam asked if lam surprised to learn that one of the 14 arrested was an UCO.

It is my view that that the use of undercover policing was inappropriate, politicised

and excessive. The surveillance done on us should not have taken place. I am

not surprised that the police tried to infiltrate this group to find out what was

happening, even though I think it was wrong that they did so. However, I am

9° Doc 37— MPS-0737108, pl.
91 Doc 33 MPS-0526782-CLF, Pfiof the bundle, para 12.

92 One with Ben Birnberg and some of the defendants on 10th June followed by another just with some of the

defendants on 11th June — according to doc 37 MPS-0737108.
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shocked by how far this misguided undercover policing activity went, including

one of their number participating in a straightforward demonstration of civil

disobedience, being arrested and then going through criminal court proceedings

in a false identity leading to conviction. It seems a complete mockery of policing

and a transparent legal process. I had assumed that the police might simply try to

find about events such as these, in order to stop them before they happened,

using uniformed officers in the conventional way. However, the deployment of

police in this action was not only a disproportionate use of police and state

powers and resources, but a misuse of policing and the legal system.

172. I wish to make a broader point, arising from this document.

173. I note that, according to the Inquiry's terms of reference The inquiry's

investigations will include a review of the extent of the duty to make, during a

criminal prosecution, disclosure of an undercover police operation and the scope

for miscarriages of justice in the absence of proper disclosure'. I also note that

the The Inquiry will refer to a panel any case in respect of which it concludes that

a miscarriage of justice may have occurred as a result of an undercover police

operation or its non disclosure'93.

174. I am concerned that the witness pack provided to me does not include any

documentation relating to that criminal prosecution or the degree to which the

prosecutors and / or court were made aware that one of the defendants was an

undercover officer or the part he may have played in the incident and criminal

proceedings.

https://www.ucpi.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Terms-of-Reference.pdf.
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Impact

175. I have been provided with a number of reports attributed to three UCOs (Jill

Mosdell, 'Stewart Goodman' I' Stuart Goodman' and 'Douglas Edwards'.

176. I do not remember any of these officers, or any of those whose names I have

seen so far. I should emphasise that I would be greatly assisted, even more than

by seeing the reports, by seeing photos of these officers, from the time that they

were deployed, to jog my memory. None have been provided and I am not aware

of what steps the Inquiry may have taken to find photographs of these individuals.

177. Although I have not been provided with these or asked to comment on them, I

have also considered the evidence to the Inquiry of some of these UCOs — their

statements and transcripts of their evidence in 2020.

178. 'Stewart Goodman' provided a witness statement and this was summarised

at the hearings in November 94.

179. From para 27 and from para 49 of his statement he describes his reporting on

the AAM and the DMC. For example, he says this: think my involvement with

AAM was preparation for later becoming part of a more militant group; effectively

it was my training ground and allowed me to gain legitimacy and an activism

background to then move on to another group' (para 28). This frank admission is

no justification for what he did. It begs the questions of who, at a more senior

level, approved this strategy in advance, who knew of it at the time and whether

this rationale and tactic applied across the SDS. There are management and

policy issues which I would wish to have the opportunity to engage with later in

the Inquiry (e.g. phase 3 of tranche 1 and in module 2).

https://www.ucpi.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/20190213-First-Witness-Statement-of-HN339.pdf

Bundle of documents. Summarised on day 14 of tranche 1, 19th November 2020.
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180. I note this comment, in the context of his report on the RAM's Annual

Conference in 1971: 'MPs giving their support to protest movements was

potentially of interest to Special Branch'. Many MPs and eminent figures played a

significant and prominent part in the ARM. This would, in my view, be a reason

the SDS and SB should not spy on them.

181. He also says this: `...1 can comment on members of AAM more broadly.

Members of AAM were not involved in violence, criminality or subversion, to my

recollection. Although the group was non-violent, they would

be involved in the organisation of protest marches with huge numbers of

protesters. At the time, anti-apartheid groups were very bound up with the

political issues of the moment, including the Vietnam War, and it was a pretty

forceful movement. Other protest groups, ....tended to latch on to protests

arranged by the anti apartheid groups and these protests had the potential to

become violent. Although I did not think about it at the time, I imagine AAM was a

target because of the large scale protests it arranged and the concern that if the

movement continued to gather momentum, it could pose a serious risk to public

order' (para 50).

182. He is correct to state that members of the AAM were not involved in violence,

criminality or subversion. However, he is wrong in his further claim that due to

their size or the presence of other groups within them, the AAM protests could

pose a serious risk to public order. There was no serious public disorder at any

demonstrations organised by the ARM. Its broad appeal and popularity was a

reason why it should not have been spied on.
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183. 'Douglas Edwards' provided two statements to the Inquiry and gave

evidence in November 2020 95. Because I had been refused core participant

('CP') status at that point, I was not present or allowed to respond to or challenge

his evidence. I have the following comments on his evidence 96.

184. He says this about the DMC: 'I do not remember how I infiltrated the group or

why I infiltrated them. It may have been something to do with the group being on

the fringes of all of the trouble with the movement against apartheid' (para 137).

When asked about this comment in evidence, he said this: 'I think there had been

some quite nasty demonstrations where the police got involved, I think the

Twickenham rugby match and they [threw] tacks on the on the turf at

Twickenham. Things like this, just anti-social behaviour, to say the least' (p 150).

For the reasons set out, above, the DMC was not 'on the fringes' or anywhere

near any 'trouble'. It was not involved in the sports protests and had no presence

at Twickenham. Furthermore, the depiction of the protests at Twickenham is

wrong, so far as I am aware.

185. There is at least one other UCO who has given evidence potentially relevant

to me on which I wish to comment — 'Dick Epps' (HN336)97. He describes SB's

industrial section, comments on the Economic League and refers to Chief

95 Statements —

https://www.ucpi.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/20190416-First-Witness-Statem ent-of-H N326. pdf

Evidence given in T1P1, 13th November 2020.

https://www.ucpi.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/20201113-ucpi_evidence_hearings_transcript.pdf

from p99.

Relevant parts of his statement can be found at para 50 onwards and para 136 onwards.

97 Statement - https://wwv,Lucpi,erg,u1</wo-content/upleads/2020/11/20190509- -vVitness-State e o 

FIN336.odf. Evidence on 16th November 2020, day 11. Transcripts https://www.ucpi.org.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2020/11/20201116-ucpi_evidence_hearings_transcript.pdf.

Evidence from p4.
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Inspector lawrenson' of C squad joining the Economic League (EL') on his

retirement from SB98.

186. I approach this from the opposite angle — the EL's infiltration of the AAM,

through Ned Walsh. It was reported as long ago as 1988 that the EL infiltrated

the AAM. It is reported that 'In 1988, the ITV programme World In Action revealed

that the Economic League had someone called Ned Walsh infiltrated in the AAM.

Through his membership of the Trade Union Committee of the AAM, he had

access to all kind of members-only meetings, including the AGM' 99

187. I knew Ned Walsh through the AAM. I came across him at many AAM events,

both formal and informal, meetings and social events. He was a member of the

ASTMS (Association of Supervisory Technical and Managerial Staff) trade union

and represented himself as being from the Association of Liberal Trade Unionists.

The ARM welcomed him as it wanted to be a broad movement and to include

trade unionists across the political spectrum.

188. Ned Walsh became a member of the AAM Trade Union Committee, set up in

1969. Its role was to encourage support for the RAM from the Trade Union

movement. I recall that he also attended at least one AAM conference with a

person who he introduced as his wife. She volunteered to work on the registration

of delegates as they arrived and so would have gained access to a full list of

those present.

189. I think it is very important that the Inquiry looks into the links between the SB

and the SDS on the one hand and corporate / private spies from groups like the

Economic League on the other. The Inquiry should also look into the links

98 Para 113 onwards.

http://specialbranchfiles.uk/aam-boxes/.
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between spies for private groups, on the one hand, and, on the other, the South

African and other parts of the UK State and security services.

190. The RAM's and DMC's campaign against the involvement of corporations in

Southern Africa, and in particular its increasingly effective disinvestment

campaigns, meant that business shared an interest with the South African

authorities in spying on the AAM and sharing that 'intelligence'.

191. Overall, my concerns about the activities of UCOs and the SDS in relation to

the ARM and other groups spied on relate to the clearly politicised nature of this

form of policing. In deploying UCOs to spy on the AAM, the SDS entered into the

political arena. It was interfering in a political campaign that presented no threat

to the British state. The SDS was acting against those campaigning for racial

justice in South Africa. It has not taken long for history to judge the merits of the

opposing sides in this political dispute.

Documents

192. I am asked about other documents that may be potentially relevant to the

work of the Inquiry.

193. First, there is material which the police, Inquiry or other State bodies may

hold relating to me and campaigns in which I was active as well as further

information on relevant UCOs. I have referred to some already in my statement.

These include: (a) photographs of relevant UCOs taken ideally at the time they

were deployed; (b) all records held on me by SB including my Registry File (RF

405/70/11); (c) the RF for the DMC (RF 400/70/10) (d) the RF for the RAM and

confirmation of the number(s) of that / those files. I believe that these are

relevant, will assist me in providing the fullest and best evidence to this Inquiry

and, frankly, is material to which I have a right to see.
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194. Second, there are the archives of the Anti-Apartheid Movement, which are

now held in the Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. I am the Secretary of the

Committee set up by the ARM when it dissolved itself in 1995, to hold the

copyright of this material and with the wider remit of interesting future generations

in the history of the AAM and its relevance to ongoing campaigns for social

cohesion and human rights.

195. Some of this material is accessible on the RAM archive website 'Forward to

Freedom'lw. However, a much larger amount of material is held only in paper

form at the Bodleian Library. This material includes documentation not only about

the ARM but also the DMC, as well as leading individuals in the anti-apartheid

movement more generally. It is likely that much material from this source may be

relevant to the Inquiry.

196. I would wish to go through some of this material to assess what may be

relevant. For example, I know it to contain many of the official records of the AAM

and DMC meetings reported on by UCOs. These may be valuable for a number

of reasons. They may allow the Inquiry to ascertain the accuracy and

completeness of the UCOs' records — what was not covered in the UCOs' reports

may be as significant as what is in them, meetings attended by UCOs where no

SDS records exist. They may disclose which UCO was present at which

meetings or events and what role they may have played. They may disclose

other potential witnesses to relevant events — assuming that the Inquiry had an

interest in securing further evidence from the non-state side. They may help

indicate how the relevant UCOs, particularly those who have not provided

statements to the Inquiry, spied on the campaigns — e.g. Jill Mosdell. Their

100 www.aamarchives.org.
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contents will show what was discussed — e.g. the substantive issues and the

methods proposed to further the campaign. They may assist the Inquiry in

coming to a judgement about the appropriateness of the UCOs' actions and their

supervisors' and managers' assessment on whether and where to deploy its

resources.

197. Unfortunately, I am unable to access these documents. The immediate

problem is the Covid lockdown, which prevents me from going from my home in

London to the archives in Oxford to examine this material.

198. This need not have happened. Had I been brought into the inquiry at a much

earlier stage, even during the pandemic but when government regulations were

less limiting, I might have been able to find these documents. However, the

Inquiry did not proactively look for me and my evidence. Even when I made

m yself known to the inquiry, it limited its interest to me to the S&G incident. It did

not grant me CP status 101. It has so far precluded all non-state CPs, other than

those provided with a R9 request, actively to identify, preserve and produce

potentially relevant evidence. I was only contacted about a possible role in the

Inquiry in relation to the AAM and DMC in mid-January 2021 with a short

deadline to file my statement and evidence, today.

199. Within these limitations (also the 'restriction order' which prevents me from

discussing the Inquiry material with third parties) I have — through an intermediary

— been able to obtain at least one set of relevant minutes from the archive. These

are the DMC minutes of the meeting on 6.2.70. I attach it 102. 'Doug Edwards' is

listed as being present, as am I.

101 My application dated 1.5.20 was refused on 9.6.20 - https://www.ucpi.org.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2020/06/20200609-ruling-CP_35.pdf.

102 [Doc49[ UCP10000034325i
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200. It is significant for a number of reasons. 'Doug Edwards' is described as being

present in connection with his role in ̀ ACAN'103. He seems therefore to have

infiltrated that group too. There appears to be no intelligence report from 'Doug

Edwards' of this meeting in the Inquiry records. If these do not exist, it casts

doubt on any assertions that the Inquiry has obtained and provided to individuals

and the public all relevant evidence.

201. It is respectfully submitted that this is of wider significance — in relation to all

questions about undercover policing, in this Inquiry. The Inquiry should not

conflate the absence of evidence, with evidence of absence. Put bluntly, UCO

police activity may have been considerably more extensive than the Inquiry's

available documents might indicate.

202. Returning to the DMC minutes, the subject matter discussed in this meeting,

though important, is, in terms of 'subversion', benign — as are the other

discussions on meetings where SB reports are available. I have not been able,

given the limitations, to locate other records or speak to others such as those

listed at this meeting to see what further evidence might be provided to the

Inquiry.

203. Third, there is already some material in the public domain about undercover

policing and its impact on the AAM and the anti-apartheid movement generally. I

have referred, above, to some — e.g. published books and Parliamentary reports

on the relationship between SA / its security and intelligence services on the one

103 ACAN was the Action Committee Against NATO. The point was that Portugal was a NATO member and that

therefore other NATO members were complicit in its war with the liberation movements in Mozambique,

Angola and Guine.
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hand and the UK State, its security services and police on the other and I have

explained my view of its potential relevance104

204. I understand that other potentially relevant information has come into the

public domain through inquiries by journalists using freedom of information

requests. Some is now available in the National Archives in Kew. Some appears

on websites such as the Special Branch Files Project105. This contains significant

published files on the RAM. I have referenced and explained the significance of

some of these documents above 106 .

205. Given the restrictions on time set by the Inquiry's deadlines for me, on who I

can discuss this with set by the Inquiry's restriction orders and on movement

caused by the Covid pandemic regulations, I have not been able to explore this

potential source of evidence as much as I would have liked or needed.

Conclusion

206. In conclusion, it should be remembered that the AAM was one of the major

campaigns of the second half of the 20th century. It was about racial equality and

democracy. It was against fascism and totalitarianism. It campaigned through

legitimate methods of lobbying: mass marches, rallies, petitions, concerts,

boycotts. It stood against the apartheid South African regime which was brutal in

its methods and unconscionable in its justification. That regime was supported for

decades by, among others, the UK government and vested private and business

interests. The backdrop to all of this was the Cold War when any campaign

104 See para 134 footnotes.
10 r'  Also http.://specia branc files.ukarL thed rnve e t uy`. Also the

Black Power movement - http://specialbranchfiles.uk/2174-2/.
106 - para 143, 148, 154.
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to change the policies of Western powers or their allies was (wrongly) portrayed

as part of a Communist, particularly Soviet, plot.

207. Many in the struggle for racial equality will be shocked by the steps UCOs

took to spy on the movement. They will want to know who authorised this and

why. Most importantly, I and others wish to know what lessons can be learned

and recommendations made to prevent any repeat of these abuses in the future.

208. 1 trust that the Inquiry will hear me and grant me core participant status so that

I can do so not only on my own behalf, but also on behalf of others involved in the

AAM.

Statement of Truth

209. I believe the contents of this statement to be true.

Signed:

Date:

LA-\ Sk12-4
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